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Test Reflection Sheet  

Do you think that the problems on the exam fairly reflected the topics covered in class and recitation?  

Yes ___ No ___  

Did the grader’s comments, together with the solutions, provide you with adequate feedback?  

Yes ___ No ___  

What percentage of your preparation for the test was done alone, and what percentage with one or more persons?  

___ % Alone ___ % with other(s)  

How much time did you spend reviewing with each of the following:  
  Reading class notes  
  Reworking old homework problems  
  Working additional problems  
  Reading the book  

Now that you have looked over your exam, estimate the percentage of points you lost due to each of the following:  

___ % from not understanding a concept  
___ % from not being careful (i.e., careless mistakes)  
___ % from not being able to formulate an approach to a problem  
___ % from other reasons (please specify: __________________________)  

Based on the estimates above, what will you do differently in preparing for the next test? For instance, will you change your study habits or try to sharpen particular skills? Please be specific. Also, what can we do to help?